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AB 5’s ABC test

To qualify as independent contractors, worker must be:

(A) Free from control and direction of hiring entity re performance of work

(C) Be continuously engaged in independently established business or 
occupation of same nature as work involved

(B) Perform work outside scope of hiring entity’s business
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Challenge for CRNAs

(A) CRNAs free from control/direction re performance of anesthesia services

(C) CRNAs in same business/occupation as anesthesia work involved

(B) But, anesthesia work NOT outside scope of healthcare facility or other 
anesthesia company business
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AB 5’s exemptions

Exempted certain occupations (e.g., physicians, dentists, psychologists, 
podiatrists, musicians, commercial fishers), but not CRNAs

Exempted business to business (B2B) arrangements where:  

Person works for business entity (“business service provider” or “BSP”) that contracts to 
provide services to another business

Contract is in writing, and BSP meets other operational requirements

BSP provides services directly to the other business, as opposed to customers of other 
business
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Challenge of B2B exemption for CRNAs

Exemption theoretically available to CRNAs who work for anesthesia BSPs that 
contract with facilities or other anesthesia companies 

But, such BSPs typically provide anesthesia services to customers of other 
contracting entities—i.e., patients of facilities, facilities with which other 
anesthesia companies contract

No clear workaround
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AB 2257’s amendment of B2B exemption

Enacted in 2020 as “urgency measure,” effective immediately

Added new occupation-specific exemptions (not including CRNAs)

Re B2B exemption, eliminated ban on servicing customers of other business if:  

Only guidance in legislative history is that workers must be employees of BSP

“[BSP]’s employees are solely performing the 
services under the contract under the name of 
the [BSP] and the [BSP] regularly contracts with 
other businesses.”
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Complying with new B2B exemption

Be employee of anesthesia BSP

Allowable anesthesia BSP business forms

Professional nursing corporation (PNC)

Single or multiple CRNAs

CRNAs can be shareholders and employees

PNC can be S corporation for tax purposes
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Other allowable BSP business forms 

Professional medical corporation

CRNAs can be shareholders and employees

Must be majority-owned by licensed physicians

Partnerships

CRNAs cannot be both partners and employees, at least for tax purposes

PNCs (of which CRNAs are employees) can be partners
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Other requirements—BSP “regularly contracts 
with other businesses”

BSP should seek to contract with multiple facilities and/or other anesthesia 
companies

Even if CRNAs fully engaged on single contract 

Keep good records of effort, even if unsuccessful

Keep records of other business-related contracts (e.g., accounting, legal)
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Other requirements—BSP employees are 
“solely performing the services under the 
contract under the name of the [BSP]”

Contracts with other businesses must be in name of BSP (vs. individual 
CRNAs)

Suggest BSP name be reflected on provider ID badges, patient 
disclosure/consent forms, billings

Contracts for non-anesthesia services should also be in name of BSP
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Other requirements—miscellaneous

Contracts must be in writing

Contracts must specify payment amount, rate of pay, due date of payments

Contracts should provide that BSP is free from direction and control of other 
business re performance of anesthesia services

Contract should be non-exclusive (i.e., should not prevent BSP from contracting 
with others for similar services)
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Other requirements—miscellaneous (cont’d)

BSP must possess all required business licenses and tax registrations

BSP must maintain business location separate from other business; can be 
CRNA’s residence

BSP should advertise and hold itself out to public as available to provide 
anesthesia services (e.g., website, business cards)



Questions?


